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Summary of System:

Revision Energy is proposing to build a shared solar array, commonly called a Community
Solar project or Community Solar Farm (CSF) on a property and location tbd. The shared
project provides several benefits for its individual members including: a co-operative approach
to solar, optimized production, economy of scale, zero-impact to your own building, as well as
portability of your investment. The CSF also provides benefits to the host of the solar array
including providing the opportunity to be a visible leader in environmental action in the near
term, as well as a modest income stream from the roof/ground lease.

The value of producing solar energy is avoiding the purchase finite, polluting and increasingly
costly fossil fuels. Once you get 100% of your initial investment returned through energy
savings, the system will continue to deliver a revenue stream for decades to come. Plus, the
system will eliminate thousands of pounds of heat-trapping CO2 emissions each year,
delivering a powerful environmental benefit.
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How It Works:
ReVision Energy will provide a preliminary design for a solar array to the host, as well as an
estimate of system performance and costs and benefits to the host over the system lifetime.
The host will execute a non binding Letter of Intent (LOI), expressing interest in the project and
commitment to negotiate in a long term lease agreement good faith with the solar farm
members based on the sample lease terms provided by ReVision Energy.

Once a host LOI has been executed, ReVision Energy will work together with the host and the
local community to market the solar farm opportunity and to organize a series of public
hearings for interested community members. ReVision Energy will provide individual proposals
to interested community members based on their specific goals and individual loads (with a
minimum share size of 4 kW).

With ReVision Energy’s assistance, the first nine members of the local community to commit to
the project will form a mutual benefit non-profit corporation to manage the shared solar farm.
The non profit will secure insurance, negotiate the final lease terms with the host and the
individual members will execute their installation agreement with ReVision Energy, who will
then build the project.

Though the system is physically located at the host site, it belongs to the 9 members in
proportion to their investment and its production of clean renewable energy goes to offset their
individual home electricity bills ,also in proportion to their initial investment (this happens
automatically by virtual net energy billing from CMP). The members’ individual investment in
the project is recovered over time in the form of a 30% federal tax credit, energy savings and
sale of Renewable Energy Credits from the system (if applicable).
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Community Solar Roles and Responsibilities

Host:
• Shows leadership in environmental stewardship
• Assists ReVision Energy in community outreach to attract members
• Leases roof/land to Members (either for fixed $/kw/yr or some other terms as

agreed)
• Maintains insurance (liability and property) as required

ReVision Energy:
• Identifies Host Site and provides preliminary design
• Recruits Members (together with Host)
• Provides financing for those members who prefer a monthly payment to a lump

sum.
• Provides members sample operating documents for their shared ownership and

a sample lease for negotiation with the host.
• Designs and Builds the solar array including interconnection with the utility
• Provides ongoing O and M to the system (at the option of the members)
• Manages the sale of Renewable Energy Credits (at the option of the members)

Solar Members:
• Form Mutual Benefit Non Profit to:

± Enter into lease agreement with host
± Secure Insurance for system
± Enter into O and M and REC sales contracts (optionally)

• Individually contract with ReVision to install a fraction of the shared solar system
• Claim a tax credit (if eligible; consult your tax advisor)
• Benefit from the energy generated as a reduction in their home electric bill
• Benefits from sale of RECs
• Form a mutual benefit non profit corporation to manage the site

In general, the economics of community owned solar projects is very much the same as the
economics of investing in a solar project on your rooftop, but there are a couple differences.
On the income side, thanks to their economies of scale, community solar projects can benefit
from the sale of REC (Renewable Energy Credits) which creates a modest income stream for
the CSF beyond just the energy savings that show up on member’s utility bills.
At the same time, the community solar project has some additional expenses, which a project
on your own roof would not have, among them the landowner lease payment, insurance and
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the cost of the extra utility service among others. The table below provides estimates for both
the possible extra income and expenses for a CSF project compared to a typical residential
project installed on your own roof. As you can see, depending on where you fall within the
ranges, the additional income and expenses come reasonably close to cancelling one another
out, and so the resulting project economics (for shareholders) is very similar to a project
installed on your own roof.
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Company Background
ReVision Energy is northern New England’s leader in the professional design, installation, and
service of solar energy systems. With our staff of over 45 solar professionals, we maintain
warehouse, office, and fabrication shops in Portland & Liberty, ME and Exeter, NH. We supply
solar energy systems to commercial and residential clients in Maine, New Hampshire, and
Vermont. Since 2003, ReVision Energy has installed over 2,500 systems in the region. Our
systems are designed by our engineers from MIT, Brown, Dartmouth, and UNH, each with
more than a decade of renewable energy experience. Our staff includes Professional
Engineers (ME, NH), Master Electricians (ME and NH and MA), Master Plumbers (ME and
NH), six NABCEP-certified PV and Solar Thermal Installers, as well as Maine Certified Solar
Thermal Installers.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer our design and installation services for this exciting solar
project.  Please direct any comments and questions to:

Fortunat Mueller, Co-founder
(207) 752-6358
fortunat@revisionenergy.com

Maine’s first Community Solar Farm, built in South Paris by ReVision Energy in
2014, with support from a grant from Efficiency Maine.
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